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Collective bargaining
voting procedures set
By Paula WlnsUm
Staff Reporter
The Collective Bargaining Election
and Rules Committee has compiled a
list of eligible voters and a set of
procedures for the faculty election on
collective bargaining to be held at the
University Jan. 25 and 26.
Dr. David C. Roller, Faculty Senate
chairman and committee member said
University Provost Dr. Michael R.
Ferrari approved the list and
guidelines last week.
The rules specify that the ballot
requires an affirmative or negative
answer to the question. "Do you favor
collective bargaining at Bowling Green
State University through an exclusive
agent which represents the faculty?"

An employee of Northwest
Mechanical Contracting Co., Toledo
Is pictured right repairing a drain
pipe outside the University Physical
Plant. The pipe broke early Tuesday
and was repaired Wednesday. Due
to the break, sheets of ice formed on
the side of the plant With bitterly
cold weather setting In for the
duration of winter, this scene could
be a sign of things to come.

IF A MAJORITY votes "yes" a
second election will be held to determine the preferred bargaining agent,
including an option to vote "no agent."
The committee, which consists of
three Facidty Senate representatives
and three assistant deans representing
the adminstration, will be responsible
for preparing and counting the ballots
and determining the voting eligibility of
faculty members.
All full-time faculty holding tenure or
probationary contracts at election time
and who have ranks of instructor,
assistant professor, associate professor
or professor are eligible to vote, according to these rules. Eligible faculty
at the main campus may vote in the
Region Suite, Union. Firelands Branch
NI>I

Campus faculty can cast their ballots in
the Firelands Library Conference
Room. Absentee ballots also will be
available to eligible voters on
authorized leave from the University.
Rosters of eligible voters have been
distributed and will be posted in the
offices of the provost, deans and

If a majority votes
'yes,'a second
election will be
held to determine
the preferred
bargaining agent,
including an option
to vote'no agent.'

Faculty Senate; the main, science and
Firelands libraries: and each
University department and school.
ANY PERSON may challenge the
eligibility of those awarded voting
rights by submitting to the committee
by Wednesday proof of a faculty

member's ineligibility. Challenges will
be reviewed by the committee by Jan.
17 and a new roster compiled if
necessary.
Roller said he does not expect many
challenges to be made and hopes the
process will decrease the possibility of
clashes at 'he colls.
"The most important part is having
the opportunity to challenge," he said.
"That makes it an open election."
THE COMMITTEE'S nine-page
document also specifies that in additon
to committee members authorized
observers at the polling places will
include representatives from the
American Association of University
Professors, Bowling Green Faculty
Association and Advocates for
Academic Independence (AAI).
The AAI, which was organized at the
end of fall quarter, consists of about 80
University faculty members who oppose the establishment of University
collective bargaining, Delmer M.
Hilyard, professor of speech and AAI
member, said.
The purpose of AAI is to provide a
formal representation of the University
community's objections to adapt
collective bargaining as a mode of
governance for BGSU," he exlained.
Although Hilyard said the group has
no plans to conduct open debates or
forums about the issue, newsletters will
be distributed to faculty outlining the
group's reasons for seeking a negative
vote on the ballot.

Photo ty Frank Brotthaupl

Returning students removed from French House
By Terry Potosnak
Staff Reporter
It was a particularly cold New Year's
Eve for University student Allison
Small and two other residents of the
University's French House.
Small and her housemates were
removed twice from their house by
Campus Safety and Security officers
while trying to move into their rooms
after returning to the University early
from Christmas break.
"Two of us got back on the 31st (of
December)," Small said.and although
the ho use pa rent was not in the house at
the time, the women began moving
their belongings into their rooms.
ANNE MORIN, HOUSEMOTHER of

the French House, arrived at the
University at 3 a.m. Jan. 2 to open the
house.an appropriate time "considering the (University) regulations,"
she
said.
"I was supposed to be in the house on
the 31st," Morin said, "but it took me
three days to fly from San Francisco
(where she spent the holidays) to
Chicago."
But Small said that she and her friend
used their own keys to get into the house
when a Campus Safety and Security
officer told them that they could not
move in. He also confiscated their keys.
Small spent the night with a friend in
Grand Rapids and returned to the
University Jan. 1.
SHE SAID that she and two other

French House residents again attempted to move their belongings into
the house.
And again, they were asked to leave.
Small said that she returned to the
University early from breaks on other
occasions and never encountered any
trouble.
"Last year I came back early and
called Campus Security to let them
know that I was here and they said
'Fine. We'll watch the house,' " she
said, adding that the housemother was
not there that time either.
But William R. Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security, said that
the University Housing Office advised
him to ask students arriving at
residences before 1 p.m. Tuesday to

leave. Classes started at 5:30 p.m. that
day.
"WE HAD SEVERAL people come
back early," Bess said, although
students were told not to report to
University residences until Tuesday.
Security officers transported some
early arrivers to nearby motels, he
said.
And the officer who told Diane S.
Starr, president of the French House, to
leave that house on Jan. 1, "Was running crazy getting people out (of
housing units)," she said.
She said that the officer was "very,
very nice" and told her that he would
speak to Residence Life Officials about
the situation.
"All we want is to allow students to

move in at convenient times," Starr
said "That's the whole idea."
She suggested that living units be
opened 48 hours before classes are
scheduled to begin.
"WE'RE NOT MAD or anything,"
Starr said. "We don't want to emphasize our names. We don't want to
emphasize the French House. We're
not trying to cut down Safety or
anything. It's just too bad that kids
can't move into school when its convenient, not five hours before class or
when parents have to work."
Small echoed Starr's sentiments.
"There were people all over campus
trying to move in (early)," she said. "A
lot of people are driving from five or six

hours away. It's ridiculous to have to
start classes that same night after
driving such a long time."
Bess said that he spoke to Fayetta
Paulsen, assistant vice provost of
Residence Life, about the situation in
hope of developing an acceptable plan.
Although Paulsen was unavailable
for comment, Barbara A. Coniam,
director of Residence Life, said that no
such plan has been devised.
Calling the opening of University
housing units "a problem that must be
taken care of," Coniam said that the
subject would be placed on a Residence
life meeting agenda although she was
unsure of an actual meeting date.
"I know that that's an issue that is
going to be discussed," she said.

Key praised for theme, creativity
By Kristi Kehres
Staff Reporter
For Karen and Kathy Borchers, Jan.
1 not only brought in a new year, but
also a first-place award for the 1978
edition of the University's yearbook.
The Key, which they co-edited.
"That (the award) was the first thing
I opened when I got back," Kathy said.
The yearbook, judged by the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
of New York, was rated on theme,
creativity, layout, coverage and
photography. The yearbook also
received that honor in 1971
"PHOTOGRAPHY AND LAYOUT
were our strongest points," Kathy said.
"We got the most points for
photography."
"Superlative photography", "one of
the strongest such areas in this year's
competition," were a judge's remarks
of praise.
The theme of the yearbook was "The
Key Sounds of Bowling Green" and
included a six-minute record of
familiar campus sounds such as the
marching band, a fire drill, happy
hours and drop-add.

Karen and Kathy Borchers

KAREN EXPLAINED that she got
the idea for the record from Folio
Magazine which included an advertisement for Eva-tone sound sheets
in Deerfield, 111. She contacted the
company, organized and produced the
record.

"We sold 200 more books this year
than the previous year," Karen said.
"And I think that the record had to do
with part of it".
The senior photojournalism majors
said that the judges also like the feature
and student job sections of the book.
However, the Borchers said that the
"greeks and organizations pages got
horrible ratings."
"IT WAS BECAUSE we had no
stories on what they do because of lack
of space, which was because of a lack of
money," Karen explained.
When the yearbook was submitted
last fall, the co-editors said that they

"kind of had a feeling it might get first
place."
"Because we did something different," Kathy added.
"But when we did the book, we didn't
have the ratings in mind," Karen said.
"We did it to please ourselves and the
students.
"We didn't want it to becvome a
senior book. We tried to get a wide
variety of everyone from juniors to
seniors and freshman," She said. "I
think we had a good staff last year,"
Kathy said.
"I think we did a real good job,"
Karen agreed.

Inside the News
EDITORIALS: It's the beginning of a new year and the News urges
everyone to do something different: Take in a play, a film, a
basketball game. Read Page 2 for more suggestions.
DAY IN REVIEW: The Kent State trial has been settled out-ofcourt. Page 3.
FEATURES: "Superman," perhaps THE movie of 1979, is
reviewed today on Page 4.
SPORTS: This weekend's basketball and hockey games are
previewed today on Page 6.

Weather

Highl5F(-5C)
LowlF(-UC)
50 percent chance of snow

opinion

4

variety spice of life
There are few places that provide as eclectic an array of interesting
and enjoyable cultural events at rock-bottom prices than does a college
campus.
From renowned guest speakers to popular movies, from rock concerts
to music recitals, from Broadway plays to sports activities, and a
thousand and one other events in between, a college campus is a
veritable popular culture paradise.
Students may never again be able to attend such a wide variety of
informative and entertaining fare at such low prices: Where else but on a
college campus can a person see a Broadway play or a hit movie for a
dollar, a nationally-ranked hockey team for $10 a season, or Buckminster Fuller for free?
The News believes that students should take advantage of this oncein-a-lifetime opportunity to see some of the finest artists, lecturers,
movies and sports events around today. Too often, students fail to attend
these functions, perhaps because they do not realize how interesting,
enlightening or fun they can be. Certainly, the cost of attending these
functions should be no factor, since many guest lecturers are free and
most movies are a dollar or less. And most sports events and concerts
cost less than a night spent bar-hopping.
Anyone who takes the time to read the Green Sheet or the News
knows there is much more to Bowling Green than going to bars on
weekends. Variety, after all, is the spice of life, and with such an
amalgam of readily available experiences, the argument that there is
nothing to do in Bowling Green is one that does not hold water.

turkeys and triumphs
This is the new quarter's first edition of "Turkeys and Triumphs." The
column will run every Friday in the news throughout the quarter.
TURKEY-The decision by the powers to start winter quarter classes at
5:30 p.m. Tuesday night, further burdening and exasperating students
who had to return to school in sub-zero weather only a day after New
Year's.
TRIUMPH-After numerous delays in the final completion date
because of the whims of Mother Nature, the Student Recreation center
Anally opened its doors yesterday, which will attempt to disprove to many
students the old adage that (their) money can't buy them happiness.
TRIUMPH-Despite reservations. University President Hollis A.
Moore, Jr. and the University Board of Trustees have authorized an
election to determine if faculty members favor collective bargaining.
Further, the collective bargaining Election and Rules Committee, formed
at the request of Moore, has established guidelines to determine election
procedures and faculty eligibility.
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judgment is founded on truth...'

guest column

no place for hard sell tactics
Last winter I received a telephone
call in my Offenhauer dorm room from
an agent of the Fidelity Union Life
insurance company. It was an inquiry
as to whether I would be interested in
life insurance. Realizing that I would be
graduating in June, I agreed to allow
the agent to come to my room to explain
his company's policies. This was my
big mistake.
The following evening the agent
arrived at my room, asked my roommate to leave, and proceeded to close
the door so that "we wouldn't be interrupted by noise." He then explained
that he was an ex-BGSU coach, told me
of his wife and kids and confided that he
had sold so many CollegeMaster
policies that he and the wife had won a
trip to some exotic spot which presently
escapes me...possibly Guyana. From
here he informed me that should I die in
the next couple of years I would leave
my wife and kids with a debt of approximately 180,000, including medical
bills, funeral expenses, car payments,
and house mortgage. I currently have
no children, no wife, no auto payments
and I live in an apartment.
REALIZING THAT this man had told
me nothing about his company's
policies, I asked him if he could explain
the structure of the CollegeMaster
Plan. At this, the agent seemed quite
offended and explained that his time
was very valuable and that he would
"tailor my own individual plan" only
after I had agreed to buy insurance
from his company. I told him that I did
not operate that way and would buy
nothing sight unseen. Again, he slid to
the edge of his seat, hands clasped in
front of him, and confided that if I
walked into a doctor's office the
following day and was told that I had an
incurable cancer, I would be in "one
hell of a mess" as no insurance company would touch me. I found this
approach to be an especially cheap
tactic as that exact condition had been
diagnosed in my roommate the
previous year. At that point, I was
searching for any excuse to remove my
"insurance professional" from the
room.
He continued to assure me that many
"responisible BGSU seniors" were
purchasing his policies and wondered if
I would be kind enough to give him the
names and addresses of some of my
"senior friends." After supplying him
with a list of every personal enemy that
I had acquired in my four years at
Bowling Green, I directed him to the
door and told him that I would contact
him if I was interested. Even as he left
he was citing another example of
someone being killed in an auto accident while enroute to student
teaching...
The following day, the BG News
began a series of features regarding the

By Robert Turner
high presssure tactics of certain insurance agencies on the Bowling Green
campus, including the Fidelity Union
Life company and its CollegeMaster
Plan. That same day, "my agent"
phoned to see whether I'd made a
decision regarding insurance. I told
him that I was not interested in him or
his company and strongly suggested
that he pick up a copy of the campus
newspaper. I assumed that the ordeal
was finished.
THE POINT of this entire tirade is
that I am now a BGSU graduate, em-

ployed as a teacher, and covered by
another agency's policy. Yet today I
received a forwarded form letter from
the Fidelity Union Life which is signed
by the man who I assume to be my
agent from last year. The letter
promises:
Sooner or later, almost all of us buy
life insurance. And the longer you wait,
the more it costs you...We're not
suggesting that you leap into the lap of
the first insurance company that
contacts you. Insurance is a big
decision. We are suggesting that you
familiarize yourself with the facts
about our CollegeMaster Plan...What's
our secret? Well, we communicate well
with college seniors. We listen to them
and identify with their situations...Let
one of our insurance professionals show
you the CollegeMaster Plan. No arm

twisting. Just plain talk about a plan
tailored specially for you....
And it concludes with a hand-written
note saying, "Bob, I'm looking forward
to meeting you."
Needless to say, I am not looking
forward to meeting him-ever again. I
only hope that my experiences in this
situation may better prepare others for
a similar encounter. And who knows?
Fidelity Union may be a fine company
with excellent policies. I was never able
to find that out. My "insurance
professional" was too preoccupied with
"arm twisting" to get on with the
"plain talk about a plan specially
tailored for me."
Robert Turner is a former University
Student.
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national columnist

the crystal baUof 1978
ends up needing polished
WASHINGTON-Every year it is our
pleasure to print the things people have
said to each other that they would
rather forget about. Depending on what
country they were said in, the person
who made the statement could or could
not be under house arrest.
Aren't you glad you weren't the
advisor who said to the Shah of Iran last
year, "The people wouldn't dare go into
the streets. That would be violating a
royal edict"?
Or the Swedish ludge who said, "Why

Art
Buchwald
don't we give Sadat and Begin the
Nobel Peace Prize Jointly? It would
give the Middle East treaty so much
more meaning."
HOW ABOUT THEmanager who told
Sen. Ed Brooke, "Why would your wife
want to hurt your political career, even
if you are separated? "
And let's not forget the State
Department official who said to
President Jimmy Carter last spring,
"If we sell Saudi Arabia our latest
fighter airplanes, they'll see to it that
the oil raise will be less than five percent."
What about the chap who told
President Somoza, "May you and your
family rule Nicaragua until Rome has a
Polish Pope."
I still wonder whatever happened to
the engineer at Firestone who said, "I'll
stake my professional reputation on the
500 Radial Tire."
Or the vice president in charge of
marketing who told his boss, "If Billy
Carter can't sell beer, nobody can."
WHATEVER HAPPENED to the
NBC executive who said in an interview
in Variety last January, "Freddy
Silverman not only has bad taste, he's
also been lucky."
How about the Chinese Communist
official who said to another official,
"How do you like this wall poster with

Teng Hsiao-ping wearing a dunce
cap?"
As well as the executive who told Lee
Iococca, "Henry Ford wants to see you.
He's probably going to give you a
raise."
Or the financial vice president of a
New York bank, who announced at a
lunch last March to the board members
of the Teamsters Pension Fund, "I got
you out of airline stocks and put all your
money in Cleveland Municipal Bonds."
NOT TO MENTION the scientist at
NASA who told his chief, "According to
my calculations Skylab will be flying
around in space for at least 300 more
years."
And while we're at it, let's not forget
Leon Spinks' friend who said after the
first fight with Muhammad Ali, "Now
that you're the World Heavyweight
Champion you can do anything you
want to and the cops won't bother you."
I don't want to overlook Gov. Jerry
Brown's fiscal adviser who told him.
"Howard Jarvis is a kook, and if
Proposition 13 gets more than 10 percent
of the vote I'll eat every ballot."
DARE WE IGNORE the bartender
who told then-manager Billy Martin,
"Stick to your guns. George Steinbrenner knows the Yankees can't win
the pennant without you."
And then there is the White House
staffer who said to Hamilton Jordan,
' Why don't you go out on the town more
and have fun?"
And finally the wise guy who went
into the Oval Office and said, "Mr.
President, when you hear this bit of bad
news you're going to have
hemorrhoids."
(c) 1978, Los Angeles Time* Syndicate

Letters
alternative
The BG News recently advocated bus
or van transportation to and from the
Student Recreation Center. I suggest
encouraging students to jog to the
center instead; a mile or so of running

m

each day would take care of our
exercise needs quite nicely. In fact, we
wouldn't even need to go inside the Rec
Center. It could be closed and the
$435,000 per quarter in general fees
needed to build and run the place
returned to the sfudehts.
Stephen H. Vessey, Associate Professor
Department of Biological Sciences

mmmmm
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Day in review

From Associated Press wire stories

Settlement reached in KSU suit

A $675,000 settlement and a statement
of regret brought an end yesterday to
the long and bitter legal battle which
grew from the 1970 shootings at Kent
State University.
"We got everything we wanted and
more," exulted lawyer Sanford Jay
Rosen of San Francisco after the settlement was read into the record in U.S.
District Court in Cleveland.
Rosen represented the families of
students killed and wounded by
National Guardsmen during a campus
anti-war demonstration on May 4,1970.
The settlement ended the retrial of
damage suits filed by the families.
"If they,the plaintiffs,had gotten a
judgment, they wouldn't have gotten an

apology," Rosen said, referring to a
statement included in the settlement on
behalf of the defendants-Gov. James
A. Rhodes and 27 present and former
National Guard members.
That statement, while denying
liability for the shootings, expressed
regret but* fell short of being an
apology.
FORMER OHIO Adjutant General
Sylvester DelCorso, who was one of the
defendants, said he felt "sorrow and
regret for the deaths and injuries," but
added, "we make no apology."
The original damage suits brought by
families of the four students killed and
nine wounded at Kent asked for a total

Cleveland cures differ
As layoffs loomed for police and other public employees, yet another plan
was offered yesterday to bail Cleveland out of its short-term financial mess.
A Proposal to raise up to $15 million in the next 2W months for the embattled city through the prepayment of property taxes by Cleveland
businesses was aired by City Council President George I,. Forbes, and would
require the approval of the Ohio General Assembly.
But it was in conflict with Mayor Dennis J. Kucinich's strategy for lifting
the city of 625,000 persons out of default and averting the scheduled layoff
today of 400 of the city's 10,000 public employees,including 275 of Cleveland's
1,875 police.
Meanwhile, two public employee unions went to court in an attempt to
block the layoffs, and a third union considered similar action.

of $46 million. However, the plaintiffs
had asked that dollar figures be
removed in the second trial, which
started Dec. 4 in the court of U.S.
District Judge William Thomas.
The biggest part, $350,000, of the
settlement goes to Dean Kahler, now 28,
who was paralyzed from the waist down
during the clash between the National
Guard and students protesting the
movement of U.S. forces into Cambodia.
The families of the slain students will
receive $15,000 each, with the other
eight persons wounded in the shootings
getting amounts ranging from $15,000 to
$42,500.
ALSO rNCLUDED in the settlement,
which comes from the state's allpurpose emergency fund, was $50,000
for lawyers' fees and $25,000 for the
lawyers' out-of-pocket expenses.
Rosen said continuing the trial would
have meant an additional $100,000 in
legal costs. Legislative leaders in
Columbus said the state already had
spent nearly $1 million in legal fees and
would probably spend that much more
if the trial continued.
Rosen praised the families who had
pursued the court action through the
first trial, which took 15 weeks in 1975,
an appeal and the retrial. In the first
trial, a federal court jury exonerated

Rhodes and the guardsmen, but the
appeal resulted in an overturning of the
original verdict and an order for the
new trial.
Rosen called the families
remarkable group of people.
"Their persistence in the quest for
justice is what brought the state of Ohio
to this point," he said.
THE SETTLEMENT was approved
yesterday morning in Columbus by the
state Controlling Board, which refused
last month to take any action on the
proposal, but finally acted after state
legislative leaders recommended
acceptance.
Thomas had delayed the start of
proceedings in the retrial yesterday
morning. He said he had a journal entry
ready in anticipation of possible action
by the Controlling Board. When word
came from Columbus, he made the
settlement official.
The statement included on behalf of
the 28 defendants said, in part, "In
retrospect, the tragedy of May 4,1970,
should not have occurred. The students
may have believed that they were right
in contining their mass protest in
regard to the Cambodian invasion, even
though this protest followed the posting
and reading of an order to ban rallies
and an order to disperse.

Chief opponent wants shah jailed

Shah, foreigners leave the heat
The shah of Iran left Tehran
yesterday after weeks of near-seclusion
in his palace and traveled to a nearby
ski resort for two days of rest, a top aide
said. The shah's staunchest foe,
meanwhile, raised the stakes in Iran's
political crisis, saying the monarch
should be jailed for life for his
"crimes."
The airborne exodus of Americans
and other foreigners from this riot-torn
country continued, but the violence
tapered off as Iranians awaited
developments in the fast-moving

political situation.
Before leaving with his family for the
mountain resort of Jajroud, 40 miles
east of Tehran, Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi signed a royal decree appointing Shahpour Bakhtiar prime
minister, the royal aide. Ardeshir
Zahedi, told reporters.
The shah asked Bakhtiar last week to
form a civilian cabinet that would
replace Iran's military government
and try to quell the year-long unrest
sparked by anti-shah protests.

Bakhtiar. who for now has U.S. support,
is expected to present the cabinet to the
shah tomorrow and to the two houses of
Parliament later for their required
approval.
THE NEW PRIME -minister has said
the 59-year-old shah wants to "rest and
take a vacation" while the new
government works to restore stability
in this troubled nation. But the brief trip
to Jajroud clearly was not the vacation
Bakhtiar had in mind.
Zahedi, Iran's ambassador to

Washington and a close confidant of the
shah, said the monarch was accompanied to Jajroud by Empress
Farah and their children. It was the
first time in three months that the shah
has left Tehran for a rest, Zahedi said.

Newsphotoby Dave Ryan

The level of violence has dropped since
the pro-West shah tapped Bakhtiar,
long a prominent figure in the anti-shah
opposition, to put together a new
government. By nightfall, there were
no reports of clashes anywhere in the
country yesterday.

A LONE PROTESTOR is illuminated by a fire in nearby dried leaves
last year in the eighth annual commemoration of the Kent State killings.
A settlement yesterday may have ended the long, agonizing legal fight
over the blame for the shootings.
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Only $47.85 plus tax
Includes
30 day Warranty (Parts & Labor}

Collegiate Products hasn't previously offered our service at Bowling Green
University, and do so now because of a unique situation. We have
replenished one of our large Mid Western Universities with new units and
have a quantity of used Refrigerators for sale on the Bowling Green
campus. These Refrigerators have been in use for three (3) to five (5) years
and have dents and scratches but all arc in good working order.

Come by and see the Fridges at Pagliai's
East Pizza Parking Lot, 440 East Court
Street between the hours of 2 p.m. & 6 p.m.
on January 4th, 5th. or 6th.
Your parents may also want one for tfu
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To Move Together
EVERY WED. NIGHT—
LADIES NIGHT
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News In Brief

Campus Security better equipped

Nursing day

By Deniie Sakal
Staff Reporter

The Placement Office and the Toledo Nursing Consortium will host a Nursing
Career Day Monday at the Medical College of Ohio in Toledo. About 75 nursing
students from the University and the University of Toledo are expected to
participate in the day-long event The program is designed to give nursing
students an opportunity to talk with prospective employers.

Sen/or seminars
The Placement Office will hold a number of seminars for seniors and
graduate students next week on writing resumes, interviewing and graduate
school. Resume writing seminars are at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Student
Courtroom and at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Placement Office, 360 Student
Services Bldg. Interviewing seminars are at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Placement
Office and at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Courtroom. Graduate college
seminars are at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Courtroom and at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Placement Office. There will be a senior meeting at 8:30 p.m.
Monday in the Forum, Student Services Building.

Movie review

During Christmas break, Campus
Safety and Security officers participated in three training programs,
according to Campus Safety and
Security Director William R. Bess.
The Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation
(CPR) training program was initiated
to provide "better emergency service"
when first aid is needed, Bess said.
"Now, with the proper training, we
may be able to save a life," Bess said.
A COURSE in technical writing was
offered Dec. 22-23 to Improve officers'
narrative reporting logically and
gramatically, Bess said, adding that
the course will help officers organize
information when filing a report.

A 46-hour pre-basic training program
will be held Monday for new officers.
Because there is a lack of training
academies, no regular basic program is
available, Bess said.
He added that the department is
working with Bowling Green and Wood
County to develop a local training
program. Bess said it would be
economically advantageous because
any other training program would
require that officers be sent to other
areas of Ohio and they would not be
available for patrol and overtime
details at University events.
"IN ADDITION, by using local
persons in the program, officers could
leam more of the specifics of how
things are done in this area, and it is
more beneficial to get the training from

people they will be working with," Bess
said.
He said that because all the programs
are local, they are economically good,

"and the more training the officers get,
the better they serve the community.
We're trying to get the best we can for
the least amount of money."

Rec council considers
city team use of pool
A rate fee also was established for the
By Julienne Mosconl
The Wednesday Rec Center Council city team if it is permitted to use the
meeting revolved around whether the pool. It would cost $29 for the first child
city swim team should be allowed to and $14.50 for each additional child, as
practice in the Cooper pool in the proposed by George Dascoulias.
Student Recreation Center from 6:30SEVERAL PROBLEMS have
8:30a.m. weekdays.
The University swim team also prevented the rec center from being
practices at this time, so little room is completed by Jan. 5, McGuire said.
Such problems include the loss in
left for recreational swimmers.
According to rec center Director Dr. shipment of the doors for the racketball
courts.
Ben McGuire.

Reeve's 'Superman' passes with flying colors
Review by
Jim FUck
I think the first thing I
read, after first-grade
primer*, was a "Superman"
comic book. Such a fan was I
that I once Jumped off my
garage roof with a red towel
fluttering behind me.
Fortunately, I didn't break
anything.
When I heard "Superman"
would soon be a movie, I was
elated. But on reflection,
trepidation replaced Joy; I
was certain they'd ruin my
hero.
Indeed, the opening
moments of the flick are
enough to drive a Superman
purist beserk. Krypton,
Superman's home planet, is
an alien landscape of weird,
white pinnacles and glaring
light, and while Marlon
Brando is a great actor, he
certainly didn't fit my
comic-book flavored image
of Superman's father, Jor-el.
THERE
LAY
THE
problem-nothing can look
like a comic book except a
comicbook.
Judged on its own merits,
the movie version of Krypton
is better. It looks alien,
unlike
the
Earth-like
Krypton of the comic book,
and the special effects of the
planet's destruction are
simply masterful.
Brando, however, Is a
different matter. As a friend
whispered to me during the
flick, "How can he say those
lines with a straight face."
His long, ponderous speech
Is one of the movie's lowest
moments.
JOR-EL SENDS his son
across six galaxies toward

Earth, teaching him the
accumulated knowledge of
the
highly
advanced
Kryptonians as he goes.
Here lies a major flaw in the
movie's internal logic-with
all that wisdom, why does
Superman stay on Earth to
fight gangsters and rescue
little
girls'
kittens?
Storywriter Mario ("The
Godfather") Puzo should
have settled for less grandiose schooling.
After the ponderous
opening moments, the film is
a delight, thanks largely to
the
performance
of
Christopher Reeve in the
title role.
Reeve, 25, is a relative
newcomer to film, though he
spent time on stage opposite
Katherine Hepburn in "A
Matter of Gravity."
REEVE'S ROOKIE status
probably is an asset; he has
no "star" ego to hinder him.
What he has instead is a finetuned sense of the light
comedy and innocence
necessary for this role of a
man who cannot exist.
Superman is, afterall, a
logical absurdity. Reeve
never denies this, but asks
viewers to overlook it. He is,
moreover, muscular enough
for the role, unlike flabby
George Reeves, who played
the role in the 1950s
television series.
One of the film's greatest
technical achievements is
Superman's flying. While
you may not "believe a man
can really fly" after seeing
the film, as the ads claim,
you may think twice after
seeing Reeve swoop down
the side of skyscrapers and
over mountains.

AFTER A ridiculous scene
in the Artie, young Clark
Kent becomes, of course, a
reporter for the Daily
Planet, where he meets
editor Perry White (Jackie
Cooper), Jimmy Olsen
(Marc McClure) and Lois
Lane.
As Lois Lane, Margot
Kidder is another welcome
unfamiliar face. It's no
wonder both Clark Kent and
Superman try to sweep her
off her feet. It's Superman

who succeeds, taking Lois
flying over "Metropolis" in a
beautiful, but slightly long,
scene.
In the comic book, the
relation between the two is
platonic-not so here. The
sexual attraction between
Lois and Superman crackles,
making the characters more
real. Reeve also manages
the Clark Kent role well,
playing
two
opposite
characters who both love
Lois.

Gene Hackman, as Lex
Luthor, Superman's archrival, is a superb burlesque
of a master criminal who fits
the farcical-fantasy tone of
the movie superbly. Ned
Beatty, as Otis, his assistant,
complements Hackman.
Together, they're the best
criminal team since Laurel
and Hardy.
THE MOVIE cost Warner
Brothers $53 million, and it
looks like a good investment.

New Year's Eve plus 5
Mixer
Tonight 8-12, Grand Ballroom
Sound System-Deer at Happy Hour prices
50* W/ID
25' W/party hat
• Come count down with us*

Coffeehouse Local Talent Auditions
Sign-up now thru Tuesdoy in U.A.O. office
3rd floor. Union 2-2343

When I saw the flick, people
waited in line for half an
hour and applauded when
Superman performed his
first super-feat.
The
sequel,
which
inevitably will follow, is half
completed. This movie, in
fact, was obviously made

with a sequel in mind.
Several events unexplained
in "Superman" will, undoubtedly, become the
origins of the plot in the
sequel.
The Kryptonian criminals
sentenced to the Phantom
Zone by Jor-el at the

beginning of the movie, for
instance, will surely return
to plague Superman in the
sequel.
I'm looking forward to it
already.
"Superman" is now
showing at the Showcase
Cinema in Toledo.

WELCOME BACK
FROM

THE WOOSTER WINE SHOP
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL:
PEPSI & DIET PEPSI 6-PKS -ONLY $1.59
ALL REMAINING RETURNABLE POP - 99c
425E.wooster
Hours:
Thurs-Sat till 1 a.m.
Sun wed. till 11 p.m.

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS!
F -EVERYONE READS THE NEWS •

Your United Way Pledge Works For All of Us
Over 90 Community Chest end Red Cross Service Centers
Need Your Feir Snare Support

United Way
»*»*«*«*•

Sunday Night is:

TOP 40 NIGHT
8 pm - 1 am

ITALIAN SUBS
Now Open: 10:30 - lam M T W

THE BLUE MAX
Ramada Inn,
Perrysburg

10:30 - 3am Th F S
6:00 - lam Sun

All of our subs are made fresh
to your order starting with the best
sub bun in B.G.

• The TOP 40 Tunes and
Trivia on Records
• Large Dance Floor
• 18 and Over

Free Coke
with purchase of our
"MARATHON"

• No Cover Charge

main

• Exciting Slide Show

At 1-75 and Route 20

143 E. Wooster ■ one
block from downtown

352-4663

While you were home the Basketball/Hockey
Falcons won a pair of Holiday Tournaments! John
Weinert's Cagers grabbed the Glass City Invitational
title while Ron Mason's Ice House Gang copped the
prestigious Old Colony Tournament.

(BOTH TEAMS AT HOME THIS WEEKEND!)
Tickets on sale until 5:00 p.m. today
in the memorial hall ticket office.
Tickets also on sale at the gate.
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

AUHOWmf RECOGNITION OF OVNA IS A GREAT
STEPfOtUW. n SHOULD
BE NOTED THAT THE TERMS
TO UtOI CARTER AGREED
\ ARSIUmOLTD THOSE0FFEREDFOURYEARS EARLIER

NO. MISS
WAN, THE
TUX3ARE
NOT..
/

NOT COMPARABLE
YOlfRERJGHT.SIR
FORGIVE ME, IP
LIRE TO BACK OFF
THAT ANALOGY

Make us your
DANSKIN headquarters
for exercise and dancewear.

VES.SIR.IIUAS
JUST TESTING
THE LIMITS OF
YOUR AUTHORITY.

</0U
MUD'

/

CARRY ON.

helps
prevent
birth
defects

aefaA*^ (r==*P~'
MS. HUM, PERHAPS wo
wwam-uiMis

•0W OWN UNDERSTANDi moFmipenjN6iV6
CHOSENTO REACH AN
i UNDERSTANDING UTTH
•"" THE U.S.?

OBVOBLY

March of Dimes

me MPENONG

SALT ACCORDS WIN THE
SOVIETS AlSO SERVED TO
AXEIERATE THE PROCESS.
ALL OUR INSTINCTS TOLD
USIT UASTTMETDPLAY
THE U.S. CARD!

CERTAINLY,

SIR.

THE
U.S.
CARD?

/

TES, SIR. EVEN UHEN
THE DECK IS STACKED,
PLAYING OUR CARDS
RIGHT HAS ALWAYS
BEEN OUR LONG SUIT i

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 o.m.-IO p.m.

1 -800-438-8039
_ -STAUVM.

Vi^a^^tf^*^.

Claudia. Mary. Julie &
Lorraine.
Sandy & Pat You guys are the
best bigs ever. The big hunt
vas great, especially Wed.
night! If was all worth it when
we got you 2 at the end!!! Chi
Omega love & ours, your lit
ties.

LOST* FOUND
Lost Reward Offered $15.00
Yellow golf ball bag with
retriever & balls in Ice rink
pkg. lot. Ph. 353 0555
PERSONALS
SPORTING GOODS FRAN
CHISE available in your area.
Start your own sporting goods
business. Part time or full
time. $1000 required. Send
name, address and phone
number. 651 Driftwood Ct. St.
Paul. MN 55112. 612 636 6768.
SPORT ABOUT. INC
Congrats to Vicky & Ron on
your engagement. When the
candle went around for the
third time we knew it was for
you. Love. Your DZ Sisters.
VICKY
HE RMAN That
candlepassing was a great way
to start out the year! Just wait
until your engagement party!
DZ love. Carolyn R., Jodi, &
Carolyn Q
The 6 Chi 0 pledges want to
thank the Lord, the Black
Night, the Silent Assistant, i,
everyone else who helped
make our Big Hunt Xtra
special. You guys are the
greatest!!! Love, Jenny.

PHI MU PLEDGES. We think
your GREAT! Your Pledge
Class SPIRIT No. 1 does
RATE! Love Your Sisters.
At the X mas date party we
sure were surprised when 3
times the candle passed before
our eyes! Congrats Kay &
Kevin on your Phi Mu-Phi Tau
pinning! Love Phi Mu Sisters.
Looked high & low? Try UAO.
Findoutwhat its about. Mon.
Jan. 6, 7:30 p.m.. Town RM.
Union. It's time you knew.
WANTED
F. rmte. needed for Wtr. & Spr.
2 bedrm. apt S75 mo. 352 3221
after 5
Need 1 or 2 M. rmtes. to sublease No. 23 at Rldgemanor for
WAS Qtr». 352-4565 Or 1520M6.
2 bedrm. house, duplex or
twinplex to rent start June 1.

Leotards
Tights
Trunks
Skirts '
Swimwear

Must be close to campus.
Mon.-Frl. 2-4:30 p.m. Call
collect 216-341-9«21 or after II
p.m.,1526343-Chrls.
1 F. needed to sublease turn.
apt. Spr. Qtr. Newlove Apts.
across from Off Towers. 3525360.
Needed. I M. rmte. Lg. house,
convenient location to campus.
Call 352 6662.
HELPWANTED
To work in our off ice 9:30 3.00
3:309:00. Students welcome.
We will train. Easy, pleasant
work. Apply in person. 102'/} N.
Main, upstairs above Centre
Drugs.
Dino's Pizza now hiring pt.
time delivery help. Must have
own car. Apply Dino's Pizza,
across from Founders 532 E.
Wooster. Days between 12 4.
Part time delivery persons
needed. Car necessary. Apply
in person. Sub me Quck 143 E.
Wooster.
The WSOS Youth Emp. &
Training Demonstration
Project is accepting ap
plications for 2 instructors
"Career
Exploration
&
Vocational Exploration" for

full time position from Jan. 11979 to Sept. 30 1979. Starting
minimum 54.64 hr Teaching
certificate or equiv. required.
Knowledge of counseling &
career devel. or industrial arts
& business helpful.
Interested persons should
contact
Linda
Wentling,
Prolect Director at WSOS
Community Action Com
mission in Fremont. OH 334
8911 for a copy of job
description & further Info,
before 1 II 79.
Man or woman is needed lo be
an aide in a home in Oak
Harbor for TMR boys 1 eve.
weekdays only. Good pay &
benefits Call 823 3062 or 89;
3443.
Full time & Pt. time pizza
makers, waitresses & delivery
personnel. Apply between 7
9pm Wed. Sun. at Paglial's
East.
FOR SALE

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
Next to Campus

WHAT
IS IT...

1 st block W. of McDonald dorm

THAT MAKES THIS
THE MOST TALKED
ABOUT MOVIE OF
OUR TIME ?'<!

FIND OUT THIS
Friday-Saturday
Atjyijdnightm_
BOXOFFICE OPENS AT
11 45PM
SHOWTIME 12:01 A.M.

THE SBX
WISHES TO EXTEND
A WARM WELCOME
TO ALL NEW AND
RETURNING STUDENTS
GOOD LUCK IN THE COMING SCHOOL YEAR

Stop In and Choose
from a Large Selection of
NEW AND USED TEXTS

DBX 128 noise reduction &
dynamic range expander. Mint
condition. $200.00 372 4743.
FOR RENT
Single room for F. student
across from campus. Avail,
immed. 352 7365.

Receive, FREE, a Student Value Pack
containing valuable coupons - no purchase necessary

,E YOUR FRIDAYS SPECIAL
iFF ON SfODENT TICKETS WITH I.D. AT MASONIC AUDITOAlOM

TOLEDO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
SERGE FOURNIER, MUSIC DIRECTOR/CONDUCTOR
FWnMftilHI-llOPH
Albert Mirfcov- vlolimfl
SMETAHA T«» MoldM
TCHAIKOVSKY Vtj-mConcno
DVORAK Svt"D"Of>» »om the
Nfn>«vm

Sapla*nO»r« tm-» MM*
Van Clibom-pianlU
MaeOOWELl P-mo Concerto No i
WCHR t^ryanlhaOvertwra
■CETMOVCN Symphony No I

Oece*l>be< 1, \%r$- I 10 CM
Aaron Round — »toUrntl
GRICO *w G.IM Su'l* No i
KMACMATUR1AN Vo^Cc-Kano
OCtUSSY P"*iutfelo*nAlte»noon

No*wnfj>M-ir ma-aiow
HyunSua Choi pi.nisi
HINT EicatM
PROKOFIEV Piano Concert No 1
US/T.i..-' m iNa i "(
MUSSORQSKY/RAVIl Pttu.e*

LALO Sf'tVomaEsMnoi*
M*rch9.tm-«XPM
January 13. Iirt-IMPU
Andre W»M& pianul
Gyofgy Sando- - punni
BEETHOVEN C«o<e«ut Oveflui*
BRAHMS Symphony No 3
BRAHMS P<nv>CorK*noNo <
loOm-vcBEETHOVEN Pi*no Concerto No S
SICBCIIUS SymcttontNO 2
CAll MASONIC AU0ITORIUM-M1M51

»p.>i* igrt-e JOPM
Bally Allen -soprano
MAHLER Sor-asolatta^ver
BI7ET "ac>ine>a'>om Carmen
SAINT SAENS C*"..*. of the
RACHMANINOFF S,mphony No 2
April Jr. I»r»-1XPM
Moracio GutierrezBRAHMS P■ a«o Conceto No 2
I B Mj."
STRAUSS Em Mridantaban

A pizza
A day
Keeps
The doctor
Away.
Now that's not a guarantee-unless you go too
heavy on the onions.
But pizza is one of the most nutritious "fast foods'
you can eat.
Plenty of protein from meat and cheese, vitamins
from veggie add-ons and tomato sauce, calcium
from the cheese.
So order a pizza today-just for the health of it!

PdgliQPs
SOUTH
945 S. Main
352-7571

/fcWf
FRIDAY ONLY*
A SPECIAL
SNEAK-PREVUE

EAST
440 E. Court
352-1596

Open: Mon.-Sat. 11 am - 2 am; Sunday 4 pm - Midnight

SEE
OLIVERS
STOBT
AND
WATEHSHIP
DOWN
TOGETHER
FOR
ONE
ADMISSION
PRICE'
EACH
FEATURE
SHOWN
ONCE
STARTING
AT
7 30PH

"A li-n. limit.
■ophutiraint lin<!
ultimalcl.
puorrTu) pmr of
adult
^—
fi I m m a k i n R '_^A^^J\

m.
M/etsh/p

CAMPUS
MANOR S
APARTMENTS
BEHIND DINO'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSEY DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL SCHOOL YEAR OF 1979
OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
To Fill 4-People Apis. (Fall School Year)
Special Summer Rales (2) BEDROOM (1-4) Students Summer Quarter

13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPOS MANOR
WE
GUARANTEE
THIS
MOVIE
WILL MAKE
VOU LAUQH
OSVOUR
MONEY
BACK

-EVERY
WHICH
WAV
BUT LOOSE"

ALSO STARRING
SONDRA LOCKE
AND RUTM CORDON

O

•New-Modern-Furnished Coble T.V.
•2 min. Walk to Campus
•S min. Walk to Downtown
•25 business establishments at your front door
•Entrance doors secured at all times
•Large freezer for additional food savings
•Intercom between apartments A entrance
•Free parking at your front door
•Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
•No car required, save on gas, parking A
cart
•No long walks on those zero winter days in
A slush
shopping areas
•Well lighted streets between apts., campus
•Friendly Helpful Landlords
FO» THE CREAM OF THE CBOP
CO CAMPUS MANOR
FROM $295 00 PER PERSON PER QUARTER

l&

«**

aiV^jkO*.

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT
ELECTRIC (MEAT. AC. HOT WATER BY GAS)

352-9302
EVENINCS AND WEEKENDS
352-7365
MODEL OPEN NOON TILL4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

ammmmmmmmm
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Sports
BG hosts surprising Ball State
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
Two of the hottest teams in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) will collide tomorrow night at
Anderson Arena when the Falcons host league
leading Ball State at 7:30.
Ball State was picked to finish just seventh in a
preseason poll by the sports media, but have
surprised everyone with its 7-3 record including an
82-81 upset of Detroit.
The Cardinals stand at 2-0 in the MAC with an
impressive 101-81 victory last Wednesday over
Northern Illinois, a team that BG defeated by just
one in overtime.
"WITHOUT A doubt, they're the most surprising team, They're the talk of the conference,"
Bowling Green Coach John Weinert said.
"They were 27 points ahead when they took out

their starters against Northern. Northern had 23
turnovers against their trapping defense,"
Weinert said.
Sophomore George Bradley leads BSU's
scoring, averaging 17.2 points, while grabbing 10
rebounds a game. He scored 32 against Detroit.
"BRADLEY is big, quick and plays with a lot of
intensity. Their center Randy Boarden has been
playing very well lately." Weinert said. "I really
expect a battle. The toughest teams you play are
similar to you and they're very similar."
Ball State will start another sophomore, Mike
Drews (12.3), senior Jim Hahn( 11.0) and Dwayne
Irvin(8.7).
Bowling Green, 7-3, is riding a six-game win
streak after winning the Blade-Glass City Classic
in Toledo, but have three players questionable for

tomorrow's contest including top scorers Duane
Gray and Joe Faine.
WEINERT SAID, "Gray is the most
questionable. He hurt his back and has had back
spasms. Joe Faine and Mitch Kopystynsky have a
virus. We really don't know about all three of
them. It would really hurt our outside offense if
we lost both Faine and Gray.''
Weinert considers this game very important in
the MAC race, but said, "We've had so many key
games, after a while they all become key games.
Three or four defeats may still win the conference
title, I don't know. We were the only team to win at
home in the first round of the MAC.
"If we can play the way we did in the tournament, we can be an outstanding team all year.
But this is a new team and I don't know if we can
continue to play that way."

Streaking leers face Lakers
By Dave Lewandowski
Staff Reporter
Is there life in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan?
Bowling Green hockey fans will discover the
answer to that question this weekend when the
Lake Superior Lakers visit the Ice Arena for a twogame series tonight at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday at 2
p.m.
While most collegiate teams participated in
tournaments over the holidays, the Lakers have
been idle since December 16th when they dropped
a two-game series to Ohio State.
BG COACH Ron Mason said he does not know
what to expect from the northern visitors.
"Their timing could be off or they could be
completely rejuvinated," Mason said.
The Lakers own a 10-7-2 over-all record with
senior Ron Sandzik leading the team in scoring
with 10 goals and 19 assists.

BG has beaten the Lakers the past six times they
have met including 9-1 and 9-3 decisions last
season A year ago the Lakers finished with a 1913-1 over-all record while posting a 7-10-1 league
mark.
The Lakers, however, could prove to be the
roadblock on the path of the steaming Falcons,
according to Mason.
"A split in the series would be a big lift to them
(Lake Superior)," Mason said. The Lakers are
currently in third place in the league standings
and need some pluses in the win column to
overtake vastly improved Ohio State-for the
runner-up spot.

following an injury. He will center a line with
wingers Andy Crowther and either Tim Alexander
or Chris Guertin.
John Markell will also be in uniform after
returning from Europe as a member of the
Canadian National team.
BG fans will also get the chance to see
goaltender Brain Stankiewicz in uniform. His long
rumored return became a reality this week when
the sophomore began practicing with the team and
started classes. Mason said he will start Wally
Charko in the nets on Friday, but did not say
whether Stankiewicz, Doug Bivins or Charko
would get the call on Saturday afternoon.

MASON SAID he expects the series to have a
fast action pace since the Lakers have everything
to gain by knocking off the high-flying Falcons. BG
is currently ranked fourth in this week's NCAA
hockey poll.
Tom Newton will return to action this weekend

Mason said that Bivins will remain a member of
the varsity team although the veteran Stankiewicz
has returned from his hiatus. Mason said he will
employ the three goalie system for the remainder
of the campaign. Bivins has played in four games
for BG this season with one shutout.

Preview
Wrestling
Bowling Green's youthful wrestling team opened its
1978-79 season over the holidays by dropping five out of its
seven matches. The grapplers started fast with victories
over Wright State 127-11) and Ashland (28-16), but then
lost five straight to Western Michigan (21-12), Northern
Illinois (37-9), Ohio University (30-14), Illinois State (2221) and Indiana State '35-6).
Coach Pete Riesen's squad travels to Oxford tomorrow
to wrestle Miami and Missouri. Matches begin at 1:30
p.m.

Gymnastics
Bowling Green's women's gymnastics team will put
their five-meet undefeated string on the line tommorrow
when they entertain Ball State in the South gym at 1 p.m.
The gymnasts opened their season with a victory over
Central Michigan and proceeded to defeat Eastern
Michigan Kentucky, Florida and Illinois-Chicago Circle.

W. Swimming
Defending Women's Swimming state champion Bowling
Green aims to up its record to 2-0 tomorrow in Columbus
against Ohio State. The Buckeyes finished second to BG in
the Bowling Green Relays earlier this season. The meet
beginsat6:00p.m.

M. Swimming
Bowling Green's men's tankers will swim in the second
meet of the season today at 4:30 in Athens against Ohio
University.

W. Lacrosse
Winter practice for anyone interested in playing on the
Women's Lacrosse team will be held every Tuesday night
of Winter quaner in the North Gym from 8-10 p.m. These
practices arc mandatory for anyone interested in playing
this spring.

Groth out, Dirk in

Army hires Saban
Saban's hiring was announced by Lt. Gen.
Andrew J. Goodpaster, academy superintendent, shortly after Dr. John L. Green,
University of Miami executive vice president,
confirmed that Saban had resigned.
An Army spokesman said Saban would be
introduced at a news conference in New York
Friday.
"Lou Saban brings to West Point
ingredients needed to build a strong football
Saban, 57, has served as a coach for 28 program," said Raymond P. Murphy, Army's
years, including stints in the professional director of intercollegiate athletics."
Under Saban, Miami had 3-8 and 6-5 records
ranks with the Buffalo Bills and Denver
the past two seasons.
Broncos.

WEST POINT, N.Y. (AP)-Lou Saban,
athletic director and head football coach at
the University of Miami, Fla. the past two
seasons, Thursday was named head football
coach at Army.
He succeeds Homer Smith who was fired
last month after charging that the U.S.
Military Academy engaged in illegal
recruiting measures.

Nowl Photo >y Fronk Irolthoupt

CRAFTY CHARISSA-Falcon forward Charlssa Urbano
looks to pass the ball to teammate Tonl Sherman! 13) In
action during last night's basketball game against
Michigan. BG lost to the Wolverines 85-78 despite a 53
point scoring burst by the Falcons In the second half.
Urbano led the Falcon scorers with 23 points.

Wolverines hold off
BG second half roily
By Doug Barr
The University of Michigan womens'
basketball team brought their own version
of a SWAT team to Anderson Arena last
night as their shot and pass blocking
prowess led them to a 85-78 win over the
lady Falcons.
The taller Wolverines pressured the
Falcons into 34 turnovers, blocked six
shots and won the rebounding battle 52-40.

DESPITE winning the statistical war,
the Wolverines had to withstand a 53-poir'
second half by the Falcons to secure the
win.
BG head Coach Kathy Bole felt the big
second half turnaround was due to the
Raiders, said the team called the news
conference "with a touch of sorrow but also * defense.
"We switched from a man-to-man to a
with great respect for a job well done,
zone, and our press was effective," she
perhaps one of the best in the history of
said.
football."
Madden stated emphatically that he had no
thoughts of moving to another NFL team.
"I'm an Oakland Raider. I started with
them when I was young and I will always be
an Oakland Raider," he said. "I can't understand people going from one place to
another."
MADDEN SERVED two years as an
assistant coach with the team, then an
Columbus, Ohio (AP)-A move is underway
American Football League franchise, before to rename Ohio State's football stadium after
Davis appointed him head coach 10 years ago. Woody Hayes, its fired coach.
In the 1978 season, he became the 13th
Meanwhile, not many of the leading cancoach in pro football history to reach 100 didates to replace Hayes say publicly they are
victories and his winning percentage of .763 is willing to follow the legend as the wheels have
the highest in the 100-victory club.
been set in motion to locate the Big Ten
Conference power's 20th football coach.
A Columbus radio station, WBNS, asked its
listeners Wednesday for their reaction to
renaming 56-year-old Ohio Stadium after
Hayes, the school's coach for 28 seasons.

Madden resigns
OAKLAND (AP)-John Madden retired as
coach of the Oakland Raiders yesterday and
said, "I'm never going to coach again."
His decision was made, Madden said at a
news conference, partly because of an ulcer
condition.
But, he added, "I gave it everything I had,
and it's basically that simple-I don't have it
anymore."
There was no immediate announcement of
a successor to the 42-year-old Madden, who
compiled one of the best coaching records in
National Football League history, 103-32-7,
over his 10 seasons with the Raiders.
MADDEN'S EYES filled with tears as he
spoke yesterday, and he said at one point,
"Things like this are easy to talk about and
hard to do."
Al Davis, managing general partner of the

The 21-year-old Lopez, who won a record
$189,813 as a rookie in 1978, received 336 votes
out of 412 cast by sports writers and broadcasters around the country, becoming the
first golfer to win the award since Kathy
Whitworth in 1966. Chris Evert, the award
winner in 1974, 1975 and 1977, was a distant
second with 25 votes, followed by tennis stars
Tracy Austin, 14, and Martina Navratilova,
11, and swimmer Tracy Caulklns, 10.

Bowling Green safety Dirk Abemathy, co-captain of the
Falcon football squad this past season, has been chosen to
play in the second annual Can-Am Bowl January 6th in
Tampa. Fla. The second-team All-Mid-Ame-ican Conference
safety is the second Bowling Green player to play in the all
LOPEZ convincingly showed she was the
star game, which matches American collegiates against a best golfer on the links by winning nine
team of Canadian all stars. Quarterback Mark Miller tournaments, including five in a row over one
represented BG last yeat and won the game's MVP honors.
sizzling summer stretch. But she also proved
Senior flanker Jeff Groth, selected to play in the to be the best athlete by single-handedly
. areatigious East-West Shrine game Jan. 6 in Palo Alto, lifting the sport of women's golf to new
OM.JUH been scratched from the lineup due to an ankle
lieights of respectability and marketability.
injury incurred at practice for the game.
"She's Arnold Palmer and Lee Trevlno

BOLE SAID the Falcons "weren't
crashing the boards the way we have to.
"Michigan got a lot of second shots but
the way they were shooting (49 percent)
they didn't need too many second shots,"
she said.
DESPITE the loss, Bole said she was
happy the way her team fought back.
"I am pleased, we are young but we
didn't quit," she said.
The Falcons, now 0-2, will face Eastern
Michigan Saturday at 5 p.m. in Anderson
Arena.

Woody Stadium ?

Lopez top female
(AP) Nancy Lopez, golf's first pin-up girl
who could win tournaments, was the runaway
recipient of the Associated Press' Female
Athlete of the Year Award, it was announced
Wednesday.

leading the BG scoring was senior
Charlssa Urbano with 23 points. Sue
Telljohann, Toni Sherman, and Kristl
Gordon each chipped in 11 points.
Bole lauded the play of Gordon coming
off the bench.
Kristi made a few steals and she hit
some crucial baskets," she said.

rolled into one," said Ray Volpe, commissioner of the Ladies Professional Golf
Association. "She has the sex appeal of
Palmer, the charisma of Trevlno."
WHILE PALMER had "Arnie's Army,"
Lopez had "Nancy's Navy," the hordes of
followers who flocked to the golf course to
cheer for the good-looker with the bagful of
good shots and the precise putter.
"She loves people, and I hope she never
loses that," said Volpe. "Little girls now want
to be Nancy Lopez."
They would also love to have the kind of
phenomenal year Lopez had, In which she
won more money than any other golfing
rookie-man or women. Besides winning the
LPGA Player of the Year Award, she also
received the Vare Trophy for the lowest
scoring average of the season. Her 71.76 mark
was the best in LPGA history.
Volpe estimates that Lopez drew as many
5,000 people to the golf course on some days,
not to mention the phenomenal media attention she attracted.

HAYES' COACHING was a main reason the
giant horseshoe has played to 65 consecutive
sellouts.
"The station's switchboard just went nuts,
and it was almost all positive for Hayes," said
an Ohio State athletic official. "They were so
swamped with calls they had to ask for letters
instead. They're going to deliver those to Ohio
State later."
Lou Holtz, 42, the No. 1 candidate to replace
his old boss, has insisted his current plans are
to remain at the University of Arkansas. "In
all honesty," he said Wednesday, "I do not
feel I should consider the Ohio State job." He
said he has not been contacted by Ohio State
officials either.
But former associates of Holtz contend he
will leave with two year remaining on a
rotating five-year contract at the Southwest
Conference school.
"LOU TOLD me many times that Ohio

State was the school he wanted to coach at. He
did not try to hide that fact," sports editor
Bruce Phillips of the Raleigh, N.C., Times
said.
Phillips covered Holtz' four North Carolina
State teams before he moved to Arkansas. Of
Bo Rein, the current North Carolina State
mentor, Phillips said, "The feeling here is
that he wouldn't leave. He just signed a new
three-year contract at a raise in salary. He
has a lot of players back, too."
Rein, 33, was a running back for Hayes and
later served as an assistant at the Big Ten
school. Rein, like Holtz a native Ohloan, has
been unavailable for comment.
IOWA STATE athletic director Lou
McCullough, a former defensive coordinator
for Hayes, says he would not have a chance at
the position. "I've been out of coaching seven
years and Hugh Hindman Ohio State athletic
director is looking at other people," said
McCullough.
However, McCullough took the opportunity
to plug his own Iowa State coach, Earle
Bruce.
"He does more with the least amount of
material. He's the best coach I ever worked
with. He doesn't have a contract from which
he couldn't be released either," McCullough
said of Bruce.
Another former Hayes lieutenant.
University of Cincinnati Coach Ralph Staub,
contends he isn't interested in returning to
where he served as a seven-year assistant.

